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Polls show most US voters want neither candidate elected president. One or the other will
succeed Obama, continuing his deplorable agenda, likely exceeding his contempt for
democratic values and rule of law principles – including four more years of endless imperial
wars at home and abroad.
Comments the presumptive candidates made in Friday speeches signaled what’s shaping up
as likely the nastiest rough and tumble campaign in memory.
They focused on pejoratives, each calling the other unﬁt to serve – likely a rare truthful
comment either aspirant will make throughout the summer/fall campaign.
“When Donald Trump says ‘(l)et’s make America great again,’ that is code language for let’s
take America backward,” Clinton blustered.
She ignored her unaccountable high crimes of war and against humanity as ﬁrst lady, US
senator, and secretary of state, as well as the Clinton crime family’s foundation, a
racketeering operation masquerading as a charitable NGO.
Will Trump raise these issues in the weeks ahead? Failure to highlight them so far suggests
not, featuring pejorative mudslinging instead.
Pretending to support progressive issues her public record shows otherwise, Clinton blasted
Trump, saying he’ll “take us in the wrong direction on so many issues that we care about.”
She consistently ignores her longstanding pro-war, pro-Wall Street, pro-business, anti-labor,
anti-populist agenda – including her deplorable record as arguably America’s worst ever
secretary of state.
Trump was largely restrained, addressing an evangelical conference, mostly sticking to
prepared remarks, using a teleprompter he usually spurns.
“Hillary Clinton has jeopardized, totally jeopardized, national security by putting her emails
on a private server all to hide her corrupt dealings,” he told attendees.
“Bill and Hillary made $153 million, giving speeches to special interest groups since 2001.
These donors own Hillary Clinton,” saying he spent $55 million of his own money on his
campaign to date.
He defended Washington’s indefensible war on Islam, calling it “radical Islamic terrorism,”
ignoring its US creation and support, an agenda he’ll follow if elected president.
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“We will defend Christian Americans,” he blustered – for emphasis repeating “Christian
Americans.”
Clinton will appoint “radical judges who will legislate from the bench…abolish the Second
Amendment and destroy the rule of law.”
Trump ignored today’s federal courts stacked with right-wing extremists, notably America’s
Supremes, mostly pro-dirty business as usual, largely likeminded under Democrat and
Republican administrations since the Warren court, progressive jurists excluded from
consideration.
Trump claiming “(w)e’re going to bring our nation together” belies a bipartisan system run
by monied interest, self-serving oligarch governance, beneﬁtting themselves exclusively,
popular needs and concerns increasingly ignored.
Trump v. Clinton in November highlights fascist tyranny’s triumph over democratic rule.
Continuing the worst of Bush/Obama awaits – possible WW III if war goddess Clinton wins.
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